Puanahulu Govt. Lots.
N. Kona, Hawaii.
#27.
Notes of Survey.

File in Carton 21
Puuanahulu Govt. Lots.
N. Kona, Hawaii.

Notes of Survey:

Beginning at the South angle this lot, the coordinates of said point referred to the Govt. Survey
Reference Station "Kaipohaku" being 3 ft, the
boundary runs by the true meridian:
I-N.42°00'W.- 376 ft along North edge road reserve lot

2-N.51°15'W.- 424 ft road reserve lot 126.
3-N.53°09'W.- 496  
4-N.36°19'W.- 450  
5-N.36°36'W.- 320  

= to North angle

6-S.32°02'W.- 557 across road and along lot 126 to

West angle.

7-S.57°15'S.- 1984 along edge of Napuu ridge
8-S.62°39'W.- 321  
9-S.64°38'S.- 989  

= to point

of beginning.

Reserving a 25 foot roadway on North boundary this lot
along lots 125 & 126 leaving a net area of 12.02 acres,
more or less.

J.A. Lehenstosm

January 1900.